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Freelance
Proposal
Writers



We are hiring!

MDF Training & Consultancy (www.mdf.nl) is a worldwide
operating training and consultancy firm dedicated to
empowering people in creating impact in furthering the
2030 agenda. We work with a large variety of
international clients and partners, offering learning
facilitation, evaluation and management services. In
response to a growing demand to support Technical and
Vocational Education & Training (TVET) and Inclusive,
Social and Sustainable Enterprise Development (ISSED)
programmes, MDF seeks to expand its network of
freelance proposal writers.
So all freelance proposal developers, who value their
independence and seek connection with a  broader
international community of like-minded professionals,
are invited to express interest in a closer association
with MDF.



Proven track record in developing and writing convincing
proposals in response to opportunities for major international
donors (e.g. E.U., regional development banks, bilateral
development organisations, U.N. agencies), in line with MDF’s
services and (new) strategies.
Ambition to put their talents to work in developing (and
potentially implementing) international development
interventions within the context of the 2030 agenda.
Ability to understand and convert client requirements into a
distinct, attractive and practical service proposition.
Enthusiasm and creativity to engage with other professionals in
developing and writing up the best possible response to a client
request.
Excellent English writing skills

Experienced professionals with:

N.B. we are in particular looking for proposal writers that qualify
for, and aspire, an implementation role in the proposal they
develop.

What we look for



An attractive, partly performance-based remuneration with a
fair distribution of risks and benefits.
Connection and being part of a worldwide network of MDF
professionals and other close associates, working together in
response to specific opportunities.
Growth opportunities by regularly exchanging on relevant
professional challenges.
Become a preferred proposal writer and consultant in MDF’s
worldwide network.

What we offer:

If you are interested or want to know more, please send a

message to Ms. Eunice Bussink, era@mdf.nl. Please include

your CV, with a list of successful project proposals you wrote

(as a lead writer), indicating the budget, the tendering

organisation, the implementing organisation and the

geographical area.
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